WE’RE BACK BUT DIFFERENT!

We are opening our doors again to travelers and opening others’ doors as travelers again!

Headlines will arrive in your inbox with links to the web-page to read more.

Name your newsletter

Easily read what you want! Tell us what you are interested in.

Send any and all name, design and story ideas to: publications@usservas.org

SoCal SERVAS participated in the Great Los Angeles Walk on November 20, 2021.

Servas is a solo female traveler friendly organization. Fon arrived from Bangkok to her LA host’s with a suitcase as big as she is packed with clothes, lots of room for purchases and spices. We cooked up a storm!
The View from the Board

US Servas has been an all-volunteer organization since 2020. This has been the work or your Board. It has been an experience for all of us, and somewhat confusing for our Members and Volunteers. Read more.

Travel ( & Host ) in SYLE!

Youth between the ages of 18 and 30 can participate in the Servas Youth Language Experience (SYLE). A unique program in which you are able to spend a month in the country of your choice immersed in the local language and culture and stay with four host families! Read More

The Gift of Servas: The Host-Traveler Exchange

We only see about 2.3% of the light on the electromagnetic spectrum. We only hear a small fraction of all possible sound frequencies. We are surrounded by a cacophony of information -- data, conversations, songs, are all around us all the time, and we can't hear any of it. The same might be said of how we relate to people of different backgrounds than ours when cues are perhaps unexpected and we are at a loss for a response… Read More
Events

The May 29 conversation Can Travel Be a Force for Peace is rescheduled for the fall. Next events are schedule for Juneteenth, the day in 1865 when all slaves learned that they were free. Find more events click here

US SERVAS NEEDS YOU!

Call for Volunteers. As an Exchange focused organization, we have many opportunities for our Members to contribute and ensure that US Servas is successful in promoting Peace – One conversation at a time. Take the first step to JOIN OUR TEAM! Click Here

Follow us:  

facebook  youtube  twitter  instagram